
3v3 Arena Tournament 

Herewith we would like to announce our 1st Arena Tournament.  

Registration 

You can register from 25.11 00:00 to 02.12 23:59 via ticket on our website. 
As in our other event tournaments, you must provide the following information: 

- Team name 
- Team captain (ingame AND discord name) 
- All the in game names of the team members who will be participating in the tournament 
- You are also allowed to register one substitute player 

 

Tournament Format & Procedure 

The tournament will be held in a double-elimination format. That means that even after losing once, 
there is still a second chance to win the tournament (see example below).   
The rounds will be played one after the other, so that every player has the opportunity to watch each 
round. 
All rounds, including the quarter finals, will be held on Saturday 04.12.2021 18:00 until open end. 
All further rounds, including the final, will be held on Sunday 05.12.2021 16:00 until open end. 

Example based on 8 teams: 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 



Rewards 

1st 
- 500 Moonstones (1500 in total) 
- Christmas Feline Beanie with 7 Endurance, 7 Strength, 7 Spirit, 7 Wisdom, 7 Skill, 7 Intelligence (30 
days) 
- Father Christmas Costume (30 days) 
- Companion Transfer Rune (of your choice¹) 
2nd 
- 350 Moonstones (1050 in total) 
- Christmas Feline Beanie with 7 Endurance, 7 Strength, 7 Spirit, 7 Wisdom, 7 Skill, 7 Intelligence (30 
days) 
- Father Christmas Costume (30 days) 
- Companion/Mount Effect of your choice 
3rd 
- 200 Moonstones (600 in total) 
- Christmas Feline Beanie with 7 Endurance, 7 Strength, 7 Spirit, 7 Wisdom, 7 Skill, 7 Intelligence (30 
days) 
- Father Christmas Costume (30 days) 
 

Substitute: The substitute player will receive no rewards 

¹The desired companion must have a movement animation. 
 

Match Settings 

First Round -> Semifinal 

- Best of 3 (double elimination) 
- Map: Sky Island 

Final: 

- Best of 5 
- Map: Sky Island 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rules 

- The registered characters must play(*). A later replacement is not possible. 
- Adding the Substitute player after the registration phase is not possible. 
- If the substitute has to step in, he is obliged to play every further match until tournament’s 

end (the status as substitute remains). 
o (*)The substitute must adopt the class of the replaced member. A change to another 

class is not possible. 
- It is prohibited to let someone play on your account. Only the account owner is allowed. 
- Failure to show up will be penalized with exclusion from the tournament. 
- Each player is only allowed to play in one team. 

Note: We reserve the right to make exceptions to the rules in special situations. 

 


